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12.7 ENHANCEMENTS TO FX-COLLABORATE TO SUPPORT
OPERATIONS AT NWS, USAF, AND NASA

U. Herb Grote and Chris Golden*

NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado
1. INTRODUCTION

FX-Collaborate (FXC) is a meteorological data display
system with strong support for collaboration. Depending on its
application, it is also referred to as FX-Connect or the Briefing
Tool. The program is written in Java and the client software has
been tested on Intel-based personal computers running Linux,
various Windows operating systems (Win98, WinNT, WinXP,
and Win2000), and on a Macintosh running Yellow Dog Linux.
What makes FX-Collaborate unique is that it provides an exten-
sive set of data display functions often found only in more pow-
erful meteorological workstations, such as AWIPS, and
integrates these with collaborative functions, such as text ex-
change (chat room) and elaborate drawing capabilities (analo-
gous to whiteboarding) specifically designed for
meteorologists and weather forecasters.

2. UNIQUE APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

FXC is used by several government agencies for differ-
ent and distinct applications. All have a basic requirement to
view real-time meteorological data, but each also has its own
unique set of requirements.

USAF and NASA- The U.S. Air Force and NASA rou-
tinely conduct weather briefings prior to a rocket launch. These
briefings are conducted by the weather launch officer, and the
screen displays are distributed across the base or facility using
closed circuit television. A typical briefing consists of real-time
weather observations and text slides that depict the status of
various launch criteria. Unique requirements include a compre-
hensive text slide briefing capability (similar to PowerPoint)
that allows forecasters to create and modify templates that are
used during briefings. Forecasters also need to be able to export
AWIPS screen displays to the Briefing Tool and annotate them
with various meteorological symbols.

NWS RFC and Emergency Managers- The NWS
Southeast River Forecast Center conducts weather briefings to
various remote state Emergency Operations Centers during po-
tential flooding situations (Bushong 2003). In order to provide
comprehensive briefings, the system needs to access informa-

tion on Internet Web servers and also jpeg and gif images c
ated on local systems. Many of the gif images, such
hydrographs and river flood stage, are created by their AH
(Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Services) system.

NWS Forecast Offices- The NWS is preparing to create
a National Digital Forecast Database (NDFD) that contai
composite forecasts created by all of the NWS Weather Fo
cast Offices. In order to make each NDFD grid a coherent pro
uct, Weather Forecast Offices need to coordinate their foreca
with adjacent offices. FXC’s chat capability was enhanced
provide audible alarms, color coding, date/time stamps, and
ability to save chat discussions to a file. The chat capability w
also isolated so that offices would have the ability to run
“light” version of FXC that consists only of the chat capability
This was desirable since network traffic over the AWIPS WA
becomes a concern should the system be expanded to all N
offices.

FAA Center Weather Service Unit- FXC is a convenient
and cost-effective way to introduce new graphics products
forecasters at a CWSU. Users can rely on a remote serve
provide the data and procure only a low-cost system for displ
Prototype aviation products are being generated on an AWI
system at a central location and made available to remote us
using FXC (Rodgers 2002). Specific enhancements to FX
were made to display aviation products that require multico
ored overlays and special graphic extensions to the grap
metafile.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

At a cursory level, one may think of FXC as consistin
of a client and a data server. The client’s primary responsibili
is to accept meteorological data and prepare them for displ
and the server’s is to access meteorological data and make th
available to the client upon request. Upon closer examinatio
however, it becomes apparent that the FXC client can also p
form functions usually identified with servers. The client is ab
to access some data directly from its local disk or memory a
send these to the server for distribution to other clients conne
ed to the same server (i.e., “collaborative mode”). Some of t
data types that a client can access locally include:

• local images (gif, jpeg, png)
• local graphics (dgm)
• observations (netCDF)
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• Web products (gif, jpeg)
• manually-created graphics (objects)

The advantage of client-supplied products is that a user
is able to access local information and share it with remote col-
laborators without depending on the FXC server for the data.
For example, a user may want to share a graphic from a local
mesonet or a jpeg image obtained from a different system. Al-
though users can access local data, the primary source for me-
teorological data is still the server. The categories of data
available from the FXC server are:

• AWIPS products (dgm, compressed IFF)
• web products (gif, jpeg)
• collaborative drawings (objects)
• chat info (text)

4. DESCRIPTION OF CLIENT COMPONENT

The client provides the interface to the user (Fig. 1). A
user guide is available that gives a detailed description of the
many display functions (Rodgers et al. 2002). The FXC client
is a single process that uses separate processing threads to pro-
vide a high degree of independence between various actions
initiated by the user. For example, a user can request a product
from the server and perform other functions, such as animation
and drawing, while waiting for the server to return the request-
ed product. The client controls one main display window and
other smaller ones, depending on the function performed.

5. DESCRIPTION OF SERVER COMPONENTS

The server consists of several computer processes
processing threads to allow maximum flexibility and achiev
optimum performance. A single Tcl/Tk script, known as th
serverManager, starts the various processes on the server
chine. It has a user interface that allows a user to monitor t
activity, determine and control who is connected, and start
stop various processes. Following are the eight basic proces
managed by the serverManager:

collabDepictableServer- This server process commu-
nicates internally with a product generator that runs AWIP
D2D code. When prompted by a client, it requests graphi
metafiles from the product generator and returns these to al
the clients connected to it.

depictableServer- The depictableServer performs a
function very similar to the collaborativeServer except it serv
a single client. This allows an individual client to load product
on its display without affecting the display of other clients.

chatServer- This server process allows many clients t
communicate with each other using text messages similar
commercially available products such as “AOL Instant Messe
ger.”

audioChatServer- This process was recently added t
permit voice communications between clients. Although it su
ports voice communication between several clients, the proc
is designed to work best with two clients. It is anticipated th
as network bandwidth and processing improve, the number

Figure 1. FXC User Interface, showing annotated infrared satellite image
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concurrent clients that can be adequately supported will in-
crease.

scribbleServer- The scribbleServer handles the ex-
change of all graphics objects (i.e., drawing symbols) between
several clients in a collaborative session. It caches all objects so
that new users obtain all current objects when they connect, not
just those created later.

pointServer- The pointServer process has a single func-
tion, that of communicating the coordinates of a user-defined
point to the D2D code for generating time series or soundings
from model grids.

baselineServer- This server is similar to the pointServ-
er in that it communicates the coordinates of the endpoints of a
straight line to the D2D code for generating vertical cross sec-
tions.

fileMonitor- As the name implies, the fileMonitor mon-
itors the status of specific files. It is used to monitor the receipt
of a text file from the Informix text database in response to a
user request.

Another server that is not controlled by the serverMan-
ager script is the snapshotServer. This server process is actually
a D2D application that is started when the user brings up a com-
plete AWIPS D2D workstation. It is used to export an AWIPS
graphics display from the main D2D window to an FXC client
residing on the same computer. This makes it possible to use
FXC to annotate AWIPS displays.

The various FXC servers can reside on any Linux ma-
chine on which the AWIPS software is installed. This machine
can be an AWIPS workstation or a dedicated machine designed
to handle a large number of FXC clients. If the server resides
on the same machine as the client, then all communication is in-
ternal and the highest resolution data can be displayed without
any significant delay. If the server is remote, then various on-
the-fly compression techniques are available to transmit the
data from the server to the client. All communication between
the server and client uses Java Remote Method Invocation
(RMI). Since RMI needs to communicate bidirectionally be-
tween designated IP addresses, it is not possible to communi-
cate through proxy-servers and firewalls (without opening
specific ports). In many cases an external DSL line or wireless
link can circumvent this problem.

The FXC system architecture allows clients to run by
themselves (no server), or connected to a private server or col-
laborative server. Clients have complete control over choosing
a server.

6. NETWORK/SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

The following configurations depict how the FXC com-
ponents are used to meet specific application requirements.

USAF and NASA- The briefing tool resides on the same
workstation as the AWIPS D2D display (Fig. 2a). One screen,
which is connected to CCTV, is used for the Briefing Tool and
a second display is dedicated to D2D. The Briefing Tool con-
sists of an FXC server and client combination on the same ma-
chine. Upon initialization of the briefing tool from the desktop,

the server processes are started first, followed by the client p
cess. No other FXC client is able to connect to this server.

Flood Forecast- The server for the River Forecast Cen
ter is located at FSL in Boulder. Two machines, running iden
cal software and AWIPS localizations, provide the necessa
backup in case of hardware failure. The FXC clients are at A
lanta, GA; Tallahassee, FL; West Palm Beach, FL; Raleig
NC; and West Columbia, SC. Most network connections b
tween the server and clients are DSL. During severe weat
events, the FXC screen at the Georgia Emergency Operati
Center is projected to a large screen in their operations roo
At times, this video signal is further distributed to other remo
sites. Initial tests of FXC by the RFC also show FXC’s utility
as a mobile display system using wireless communicatio
technology.

NDFD Forecast Coordination- The FXC system for
NDFD coordination consists of an NWS Central Region serv
at the Tulsa RFC, an Eastern Region server at the Atlanta RF
and clients at 13 WFOs plus the NWS Hydrological Predictio
Center (Fig. 2b). The FXC servers are strategically located
the RFCs since these are also the WAN communications hu
and provide the best network connectivity. Individual office
also have the ability to bring up their own servers to conduc
private collaboration session.

CWSU- This cluster currently consists of two clients
and one server. The server resides at the Aviation Weather C
ter in Kansas City, Missouri. In order to maintain AWIPS sys
tem security, a separate data feed is used to connect the AW
SBN signal demodulator with an ingest machine outside t
AWIPS firewall. This machine then provides the data to th
FXC server which processes it into metafiles for transmissi
to the clients. One client is collocated with the server and a se
ond is situated at the CWSU in Fort Worth and communicat
with the server over a DSL line.

7. SPECIFIC EXTENSIONS FOR OTHER USERS

A basic data review capability was added to allow use
to peruse archived data of significant weather events. A se
rate FXC server (i.e., Linux PC) with local or NFS access to
review case can be set up for this purpose. Users can quic
switch from real-time to review data and set the date and tim
of interest by selecting the desired server from the menu a
setting the clock.

Telephony allows two or more clients to communicat
over the Internet (or intranet) while collaborating on a graphic

Linux PC

Client

Server

Figure 2. Client-server configuration for (a) USAF/NASA
and (b) NDFD coordination.
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forecast product or to coordinate a significant weather event.
The minimum acceptable speed for voice communications be-
tween two users is DSL or Broadband. The larger the number
of clients connected to the server, the higher the bandwidth re-
quirement from the server to the Internet Service Provider
(ISP).

8. SYSTEM CUSTOMIZATION

FXC is designed to make it easy to change menus, map
backgrounds, and data products (including radars, models, and
Web images). Since the server uses an AWIPS localization, the
client must possess the same localization information in its lo-
calization database. All static map backgrounds are stored on
the client’s disk for quick access and retrieval. Many changes
can be made during and after software installation using the
FXCinstall script (on Linux machines).

Menu File- The main menu uses a simple scripting lan-
guage that allows the user to add and modify items in the menu.
It includes definition of such characteristics as button type, but-
ton images, default value, clear before load, frame count, short-
cuts, and overlays. A master menu file contains the menus for
the various applications and simplifies menu maintenance,
since large portions of the menus tend to remain the same from
one application to another.

Product Keys- The product keys (numbers) for all FXC
products are stored in text files. Separate files exist for each
model, all observations, and Uniform Resource Locators
(URLs). The key file for observations also includes specific
characteristics of each product, such as graphics type, color ta-
ble, compression technique, and applicable scales.

Localizations- A localization file contains the coordi-
nate transformation data for each localization. These include
standard parallels, meridian, corner points, and transformation
type.

Server Addresses- The IP addresses for all valid servers
is maintained in a text file that can easily be modified with a text
editor or with the FXCinstall script.

Maps- A map background table lists the various maps
and specifies the map data file, appropriate scales, image or
graphics type, and whether the background consists of multiple
maps.

General Configuration- A general configuration file
specifies the desired menu and default image compression tech-
niques. In the future, it will also be used to record user prefer-
ences, such as overlay colors.

9. CONCLUSION

FX-Collaborate can readily be adapted to many differ-
ent types of applications. The architecture is sufficiently flexi-
ble to allow system configurations that meet the needs of a
variety of users. The modular design and table-driven architec-
ture permit simple reconfiguration of the system. An FXC user
guide has been prepared that describes the many capabilities of
the system and the layout of a typical menu.
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